Micro-bubble flow simulation of dissolved air flotation process for water treatment using computational fluid dynamics technique.
A dissolved air flotation (DAF) system is one of the water treatment processes that purifies contaminants through a buoyancy effect by attaching the moiety of micro-bubbles on their free surface. Since the DAF system was first used in the drinking water treatment in the 1960s, it has been recognized as an effective treatment for the water purification process. Most previous works laid great emphasis on the internal flow behaviors of fluid to improve the purification efficiency of the DAF system. Nevertheless, the practical implementation with a pilot plant indeed revealed some technical incompleteness for the DAF system. To circumvent for the technical incompleteness, numerical simulation based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been carried out to understand the in-depth knowledge on internal flow phenomena in the DAF system. However, the standard k-ε turbulence model has been conventionally used in the most studies without any proper consideration process. Accordingly, the objectives of this study were to investigate the major effects on the internal flow behaviors for an efficient numerical simulation of DAF when a different turbulence model and micro-bubble parameters are used. As a result, the present study found that the standard k-ε model would be not proper for the internal flow simulation of the DAF process and a careful consideration would be required for a more accurate prediction. In addition, the present study examined a desirable internal flow pattern with various operating conditions of the micro-bubble. Consequently, the main findings of this study are expected to provide realistic information to related researchers for designing the DAF system with the optimal operating parameters.